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LIST OF SYMBOLS
A indicates a complex number. The superscript "(n)" is
not a power,
an = Ot^n) indicates that the sequence an is the same order
of magnitude as the sequence bn. It is read "a sub n is
big zero b sub n", and implies that there exists a posi
tive constant K such that ani K • 1 bnl for all n.





In this era of expanding science, mathematics has assum
ed an unprecedented role of importance to technical knowledge.
The science of mathematics is growing. New theorems are being
discovered; new concepts are being introduced. Therefore, to
make mathematics more useful, efforts must be made to show
relationships between concepts, theorems and propositions.
Two long established theorems which lend themselves to
such treatment are the Weierstrass factor-theorem and the Mittag-
Leffler partial fractions theorem.
Karl Weierstrass (1&L8-1S97), a German mathematician,
discovered a theorem which says, in effect, that if S is any-
finite or infinite set of points with no finite limit point,
and which has associated with each of its points a definite
positive integer as order, then there exists an entire func
tion which has zeroes to the prescribed order at precisely
the prescribed points, and is otherwise different from zero.
This entire function can be represented as a product from
which one can read off again the positions and orders of the
zeroes.
Magnus Mittag-Leffler (1346-1927), a Swedish mathemati
cian and a student of Weierstrass, discovered another theorem
which states that if S is any finite or infinite set of points
with no finite limit point, and if there is associated with
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each of these points a principal part, that is to say, a
rational functional of the special form
A(n) A(n)
(1.1) hn(Z) -
n z - zn (Z . Zn)2 (z .
then there exists a meroraorphic function which has poles with
the prescribed principal parts at precisely the prescribed
points, and is otherwise regular. It can be represented in
the form of a partial fractions decomposition from which one
can read off again the poles along with their principal parts.
The purpose of this paper is to show that these two theorems
are identical, that is, that the first theorem implies the
second and that the second theorem implies the first.
In order to lay a firm foundation for the development
of this thesis the second chapter consists of a discussion
of some of the basic properties of finite products. Chapter
III presents Weierstrass* factor-theorem and proof as demon
strated by Weierstrass. Chapter IV presents Mittag-Leffler•s
partial fractions theorems and proof as demonstrated by Mittag-
Leffler. Finally, the problem of establishing the identity
of the two theorems is resolved in Chapter V. It is assumed
that the reader is acquainted with the elementary theory of
complex analysis.
The following definitions are given:
Regular function. A function which is defined and dif-
ferentiable throughout a region D is called a regular function
in D. The region D is called a region of regularity of the
function.
Entire function* An entire function is a function which
is regular in the whole complex plane (except possibly at the
point at infinity).
Singular point. A singular point of a function is a
point at which the function is not regular.
Essential singularity. A point zQ is an essential singu
larity if the part of the Laurent expansion
(1.2) f(z) - JLAn(z - zo)n
involving the descending powers of (z - Zq) contains an
infinite number of terms.
Non-essential singularity. A point zQ is a non-essential
singularity if the part of the Laurent expansion involving
the descending powers of (z - zQ) contains at most a finite
number of terms (but at least one)*
Pole. Pole and non-essential singularity are synonymous
terms. However, they apply only to isolated singular points
in whose neighborhood the function is single-valued and regu
lar.
Order of a pole. If A_m (m *1) is the last coefficient
which is not equal to zero in the Laurent expansion of a
function, then zq is a pole of order m.
Zero. A point zq of a region of regularity of the func
tion f is called a zero of the function if f(z0) = 0.
Order of a zero. If Am is the first non-zero coefficient
in the Taylor's series expansion
50(1.3) f(z) - Ao + Ax(z - z ) + A2(z - zQ)2 + . . . +
z - zq) + • . ., then Zq is a zero of order m.
CHAPTER II
INFINITE PRODUCTS
As pointed out in Chapter I a function satisfying the
conditions of Weierstrass1 factor-theorem can be represented
in the form of a product (in general, an infinite product).
It is assumed that the basic facts of series are understood.
However, since infinite products are not as well understood,
a few basic definitions, concepts and theorems are presented
in this chapter.
Definition. The product
(2.1) WV ' # =IfUn
in which the factors are arbitrary real or complex numbers
is called an infinite product.
Definition. The sequence of numbers
(2.2) Px - Ui,
P3
and Pn - U1.U2«U3. . .Un
are called partial products.
Definition. The infinite product
(2.3) f,Un - Ux.U2.U3. . .
will be called convergent (in the stricter sense) if from
some point onward-say for every nj5.n1 - no factor vanishes,
and if the partial products
(2.4) Pn " Um+1.Um+2«Um+3. • .Un (n»m)
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tends, as n increases, to limit, finite and different from
zero. If this be V , then the number
mJ
(2.5) U - Ur U2. U3...Um. Vm
(obviously independent of m) is regarded as the value of the
product.1
The following theorems are proved for such convergent
infinite products:
Theorem 2.1. A convergent product has the value zero
if, and only if, one of its factors vanishes.
Proof: Assume that the product (2.5)
ul-U2-U3---Um-¥m=O
Since V 4 0, one of the factors must be zero. Conversely,
m
if one of the factors is zero the product must be zero.
Theorem 2.2. The infinite product (2.1) is convergent
if, and only if, having chosen an arbitrary 6>0, an index m
can be determined such that
(2.6)
for all n ?m and
lWith reference to the corresponding definition ror xn-
finite series, one might already be inclined to call the pro
duct (2.4) convergent with value U if
lira (U1.U2.U3...Un) = U.
n-*«»
But then every product in which only a single factor vanishes
would evidently be convergent, and always with the same value
zero. Likewise, every product such that )Un/$ 9<1 for all n> m
would be convergent, and always with the same value zero. To
exclude these cases we employ the more useful definition above,
and, if necessary, draw attention to the restriction it contains
by adding: "in the stricter sense".
Proof: If the product converges, then from some point
onward the partial product
tends, as n increases, to a limit unequal to zero. Hence, there
exist an index uiq and a positive number b such that /Pnj^b>0
for all n^niQ. By Cauchyfs criterion for convergence of sequences
[3;126| , there exists another index m^ such that, for any €>0a
lpn+k for a^ n> ml and m l3e maximum of

















for all n > m and k
Conversely, if there is an index m such that for any
positive number € and integer k^l,
lUn+l-Un+2-Un+3"#Un+k-1l<6 *°r n, m.
we can choose 6 = i. Then for n^ra and k^l,
'un+l-Un+2-Un+3"#Un+k - l/ < i-
This implies that
|Pn - l|< h for all n> ra+1.
Hence, for these same n
l/2<]Pn|<3/2.
It follows that Pn ^ 0; further, if Pn tends to a limit, it









Thus, lPn+k ~* Pnl<£ for a11 n> m and k^1#
Hence, Pn tends to a limit. Hence, the convergence of the pro
duct is established.
Collorary: If the infinite product (2.1) converges, then
lim^ - 1.
Proof: Choose k = 1, then by previous theorem, an index
m can be determined such that
for all n> m. Hence, lim Un - 1.
Usually it is more convenient to set factors
Un - 1 + Gn
so that instead of (2.3) the product of the form
(2.7) f(l + Cn) -
9
is of concern.
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that lim,Cn - 0 is a necessary
condition for convergence.
Definition. The product f¥(l+en) is said to be absolute-




Theorem 2.3. The product ]jp1+cn)» with Cn>0, is con
vergent if, and only if, the series J^Cn converges.
Proof; The partial products
(2.9) Pn - (l+C^U+CgMl+Cj) ••,•• (1+Cn)» n = 1, 2, 3, •••
are monotonically increasing. Therefore, both the product
"II(i+cn) and the series §Cn converge if they are bounded.
Assume that the series jfh)n converges. ' Observe that
(2.S) eCn = 1 + Cn + Q2/22 + ••• ^ (1+Cn). n = 1, 2, 3, '"
since all terms in the expansion of ^>G are positive. Thus,
(2.9) Pn - (l+CiMl+CgMl+Cj) ... (1 + Gn)
Gl + C2 + ••• +
Since the series |?Cn converges, a positive number H can be
determined such that !§lcm 6 M for all n. It follows from (2.9)
that|Pn| ^ M for all n. Hence, "ftd+Cn) converges.
Conversely, assume that the product TC(1+C.J converges.
Observe that
(2.10) Pn =




since ftC^jCg,^, •••, Cn) consists of non-negative terms
only. Therefore, icmiPn for all n. Hence, the series
f!cn converges.
The first inequality shows that "/f(l+Cn) converges when
the series |?Cn converges, and the second inequality shows that
the series |!cn converges when the product "ff(l+Cn) converges.
This proves the theorem.
Theorem 2.L. For ff(l+Gn) to converge absolutely, it is
necessary and sufficient that JlC converges absolutely.
Proof: The proof of this theorem follows immediately from
theorem (2.3).
Theorem 2.5. Absolute convergence is a sufficient condi
tion for ordinary convergence; in other words, the convergence
of ff,(l+|Gn|) implies that of ¥f(l+Cn).







Pn * Pn-1 * (1+lcil)(1+|G2|)tl+)C3))---(l+|Gn.1|)|cn),
and it is clear that
Now since "ft(l+|Cn|) is convergent, Pn tends to a limit as n
tends to infinity, so that
n« P^ t )w4t n n-1'
is convergent. Hence, by the comparison theorem
is convergent J3;H3J ; that is to say, Qn tends to a limit as
n tends to infinity.
This limit cannot be zero. For, since the series SuC is
«•• n
convergent, the series x|C_/l+Cn) is convergent. Hence, by
what was just proved, the product





Hence, the limit of Pn cannot be zero.
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In addition to products of constant factors, there are
infinite products of functions of a complex variable z. They
can be written in the form
(2.11) ff(l+fn(z)).
Analogous to that of a series of functions of complex variables,
we define the region G of convergence as all those points z
for which the product converges. Therefore, for each z in the
region G the product gives one and only one value. Thus, the
product represents a single-valued function in its region of
convergence. In order to determine the conditions under which
the infinite product of functions represent regular functions
in their regions of convergence the following theorem is proved:
Theorem 2.6. Let f1$ f2, f3» ••', fn, '" be an infinite
sequence of functions, and suppose a region G exists in which
all these functions are regular. LetX"[fn(z)J be uniformly
convergent in every closed region Gf of G. Then the product
(2.11) is convergent in the entire region G and represents a
regular function f in G. Moreover, this function, by Theorem
2.1, has a zero at those; and only those, points of G at which
at least one of the factors is equal to zero. The order of
such a zero is equal to the sum of the orders to which these
factors vanish there.
Proof: Let G1 be an arbitrary closed subregion of G.
For every integer m>0,
tlfn(z)) along with^f |fn(z)|
converges uniformly in G1. By Theorem 2.5, the product
Qg
(2.12).









function 1 dofinod by tl^at
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is distinct from zero. For, by inequality (2.12), all z in
G» )fn(z)j< I for all n>m. Hence, for all n> ra+1
so that no factor of F can be equal to zero. Since
m
f(z) = (l+fxU) (l+f2(z)) ••• (l+fm(z))«Fm(z),
f is a regular function in G1 and can equal to zero if; and
only if, a point z in G* is such that one of the factors appear
ing before Fm(z) is equal to zero. The order of such a zero
is indeed equal to the sura of the orders to which these factors
vanish there.
Now let z be any point in G. Since z is an interior point,
it is always possible to determine a closed region G1 such
that z is in Gf. Hence, the above consideration is valid for
the entire region G, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Theorem 2.7. Let flf £2, ^ •••» fn» *" be an infinite
sequence of functions, and suppose a region G exists in which
all these functions are regular. Let ^fn(z) *>© uniformly
convergent in every closed region Gf of G. Then
(2.14) f'jz
at every point z of G at which f(z) ± 0; that is to say, the
series on the right is convergent for every such z and furnishes
the logarithmic derivative of f(z).
Proof: Let subregion G1 of g contain all those points





Since the series (2.13) converges uniformly in G',
Here P_ denotes the derivative of P •
n n
and PQ are unequal to zero,





Since, for n ra, F (z)
fn(z)
fm+1(z) fn(«)
which, with equation (2.15), proves the assertion.
Theorem 2.3. The series (2.14) converges absolutely and
uniformly in every closed subregion Gft of G containing no
zeroes of f(z), and hence, may be differentiated there any num
ber of times term by term.
Proof: Since each factor (l+fn(z)) cannot be zero, there
exist positive real numbers Rn such that
jH-fn(z)J»Rn>0, n = 1.2,3,•••.
Since 2Tfn(z) converges absolutely, an index m can be determined
such that /fn(z)Ki £or a11 n>m« Therefore, for the same n,
fl+fn(z)| > i.
Hence, there exists a positive real number R such that Rn>R>0




Series jpfn(z) converges uniformly in G" £4;74]. By the
inequality (2.17), this is true of series (2.14).
The above theorems and definitions of infinite products,
along with the elementary theory of complex analysis, establish
the basis on which the proof of Weierstrass factor theorem rests.
CHAPTER III
WEIERSTRASS * FACTOR-THEOREM
The general class of entire functions is characterized
solely by the property of being regular in the entire complex
plane, except possibly at the point at infinity. The entire
rational functions and entire transcendental functions are
special classes of entire functions. Every entire function
can be expanded in a power series of the type
f(z) =^Anzn
which converges for every z in the complex plane.
Every entire rational function is a polynomial, that is
to say, it can be put in the form
(3.1) f(z) - Ao + Axz + A2z2 + ••• + Anzn, n £.1 and An f 0.
The most important property of entire rational functions is
expressed by the fundamental theorem of algebra: "Every non-
constant entire rational function has zeroes11 [4;113~]. If
(3.1) is an arbitrary, non-constant, entire rational function,
then it follows from the fundamental theorem of algebra that
(3.1) can be put in the form
(3.2) f(z) = An(z-Zir' (z-z2)**( m3)**.. ( z-zk)**
where zl9 z2, 23, •••, zk denote all the distinct zeroes of
f(z) and**lt«*2» "^t •••» ^k denote their respective orders.
Thus it is obvious that every entire rational function has a
factor representation which displays its zeroes as to position
and order. The above statement can be generalized to include
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the non-zero constant rational functions; that is to say,
rational functions with no zeroes or of degree zero. Every
other entire rational function which has the same zeroes to
the same respective orders can differ only by the constant An.
The question at hand in this chapter is this: is it possi
ble to construct entire functions with prescribed zeroes and
to what extent an entire function can be determined by these
conditions?
If the function to be constructed is to have no zeroes,
then the constant c, ^>z, or, more generally, ^Mz) are solu
tions. The function ^h(z) is the most general entire function
with no zeroes; it is not only always an entire function with
no zeroes, but, conversely, every function with no zeroes can
be written in the form gh(zK More briefly:
Theorem 3.1. If h(z) denotes an arbitrary entire function,
then £>Mz) iS the most general entire function with no zeroes.
Proof: We have only to show that if
H(z) - Aq + kiz + •••
is a given entire function with no zeroes, another entire
function
h(z) = BQ + Bxz + B2z2 + •••
can be determined such that ^n(z) ■ H(z).
Let h(z) = log H(z) under the condition that h(0) equals
the principal part of log H(0). Since H(0) ± 0, the function
log H(z) is regular at z - 0, and hence, can be expanded in a
power series about the origin with a positive radius of conver-
19
gence. Thus,
(3O) log H(z) - log H(0) + H'(O)/H(O) z + •••
+ C,z3 + •••.
Since log H(z) is regular everywhere in the finite plane, the
power series (3.3) converges for every z in the finite plane
[4;10l] . Therefore, set
h(z) = Co + C^ + C2z2 + ••••
Hence, it follows that <oh(*) . H(z).
The question of constructing the most general representa
tion of an entire function is resolved in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.2. Let HQ(z) be a particular entire function.
Then, if h(z) denotes an arbitrary entire function,
H(z) = (Oh(z)Ho(z)
is the most general entire function whose zeroes coincide with
those of Hq(z) in position and order.
Proof: Let 0(z) - H»(z)/H(z) - Hq(z)/H(z). Then 0 is
an entire function since the poles of one term are cancelled
by the poles of the other. Also
h(z) - Qf(t)dt
= log H(z) - log H0(z).
Therefore, H(z) = (oM^HqU), which proves the theorem.
Now we will consider the major problem in this chapter:
that is, constructing an entire function with prescribed zeroes
and respective orders. However, one restriction is necessary.
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It follows that an entire function can have at most a finite
number of zeroes in any finite region, unless it is everywhere
equal to zero [4;#9]. Thus, the zeroes can have no limit
point in any finite region; otherwise, the function would be
identically zero. With this restriction the following theorem
is stated:
Weierstrassf factor-theorem. Let any finite or infinite
set of points having no finite limit point be prescribed and
associate with each of its points a definite positive integer
as order. Then there exists an entire function which has zeroes
to the prescribed orders at precisely the prescribed points,
and is otherwise different from zero. It can be represented
as a product from which one can read off again the positions
and orders of the zeroes. Further, by Theorem 3.2, if Hq(z)
is one such function,
H(z) =<fh(z)H0(z)
is the most general function satisfying the conditions of the
theorem, if h denotes an arbitrary entire function.
Proof: If only a finite number of points zj, z2, Zo, ••*, zk
with respective orders o^, c*2, <o( •••, <Yk are prescribed,
the product
(3.4) (z-z-l)^' (z-z2)*Mz-z3)*3*" (z-Zk)0'*
is a solution.
However, if there is an infinite number of points, the
solution is not quite as simple, since the analogous product
will generally diverge. With the proper modification the
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results can be obtained.
The set of prescribed points is denumerable; that is to
say, that they can be put in a one to one correspondence with
the set of natural numbers. This can be done by describing circles
about the origin with radii 1, 2, 3, •••, arranging the points
as they appear in the consecutive circular rings, and ordering
those which lie in the same ring according to any rule. This
is possible because, by the Heine-Borel covering theorem, only
a finite number can be in any single ring. The way the points
are numbered is unimportant. However, if the origin is a zero,
denote it by zQ and leave it aside. Let the remaining points
be Zjl* Z2» Z3» ***» anc* -Let °^1» °^2» °^3» *** has no
limit point,
lim zn = oo , and lim J zn I = + oo .
Consequently, it is possible to assign a sequence of positive
integers k^, k2, k~, ••• to each respective member of the
sequence of zeroes, such that the series
(3.5)
is absolutely convergent for every z in the finite plane. Since,
for any fixed value z, there exists an index m such that
n
for all n > ra. Choose kn = n +#„ • Then, for all n >m
" n /
and by the comparison theorem, the convergence of the series
22
is assured*
For any fixed sequence of positive integers jkn} satis
fying the above conditions, but otherwise arbitrary, it will
be proved that the product
(3.6, W(.) - * fT| - 1^^ + 1/2 (f
represents an entire function with the prescribed zeroes to the
respective orders. If the origin is not a prescribed zero, the
factor z*«» appearing before the product on the right is sur-
pressed, and if any kn = 1 the corresponding exponential factor
is unity.
The function W converges in every bounded region. For,
if R is any positive, but otherwise arbitrary, real number,
and if G is the region |zK< E, and since zn tends to infinity
as n increases, an index m can be chosen such that
(3.7) , I ILUi and R_ < h
"Kl ]zn|
for all n > m. The series converges absolutely for every z in
the closed region G; therefore, it converges uniformly there.
Let
l + fn(z)= |/!ui.
Then
For convenience in notation, replace z/zm by u, <^>y°( , and km




.-u)^fu + u2/2 + u3/3 f-.
and <y|u)<|. It can be shown that the principal
value of log (l/l-u), for luj < 1, is represented by the series
log (l/l-u)
Then
log (1-u) - - £ un/n.
Thus,
(3.10) 1-u -(oC-u - u2/2 - u3/3 - ...}.
Replacing the factor (1-u) in (3.9) by (3.10), we see that the
mth term is equal to
^[-uk/k -uk+1A+l -uk+2/(k+2) . .
Observe that for any complex number w
-1 [l + w + w2/2! + ! + ••• -1




-uk+2/ (k+2) - •••j -
+ uk+2/(k+2) + ••• - l\
Thus,
-1.
Hence, for all sufficiently large n and all \z\$ R
By tne manner in which kn is chosen the series >
converges; therefore, by Weierstrass1 M-test J4;73] ^fn(z) is
uniformly convergent in the circle about the origin with radius
R. Hence, it follows from Theorem 2.6 that the product (3.5)
is uniformly convergent in region G and represents a regular
function there. Moreover, the function has zeroes at those,
and only those, prescribed points in G. Obviously, the order
of each zero is equal to its respective prescribed order. Now,
since R can be any positive real number, the above is true for
the finite plane. Hence, the proof of Weierstrass' factor-
theorem is complete.
CHAPTER IV
MITTAG-LEFFLER*S PARTIAL FRACTIONS THEOREM
The fractional rational functions are characterized by the
property that they have only poles in the entire plane (except
possibly at the point at infinity). A more general class of
functions, the meromorphic functions, is characterized by the
property of having no singularities other than poles in the
entire plane. The fundamental property of rational functions
is that every rational function F can be decomposed into partial
fractions, which displays its poles and corresponding principal
parts
A() a
(4.1) fn(z)=—f=3L + -2
such that
(4.2) F(z) - go(z) + f-^z) + f2(z) + ... + fn(z),
where gQ is a suitable entire rational function.
These fundamental facts concerning rational functions can
be carried over to the more general class of meromorphic func
tions.
On the basis of the definition of meromorphic functions,
the following theorem is proved:
Theorem 4.1. A meromorphic function has in every finite
region at most a finite number of poles.
Proof: Suppose there exists a finite region G such that
a meromorphic function has an infinite number of ploes. By
25
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Bolzano-Weierstrassf theorem the set of ploes has at least one
limit point in G. This limit point is a singularity, but certain
ly not a pole. This contradicts the assumption that the function
is meromorphic. Hence, a meromorphic function has in every
finite region at most a finite number of poles.
Now, we will show that a meromorphic function can be deter
mined if its poles and corresponding principal parts are given,
and to what extent a meromorphic function is determined by these
conditions.
The last question will be answered by the following theorem:
Theorem 4.2. Let FQ be a particular meromorphic function.
Then, if G denotes an arbitrary entire function,
F(z) = F0(z) + G(z)
is the most general meroraorphic function which coincides with
Fq in its poles and corresponding principal parts.
Proof: Observe that
F(z) - F0(z) - 01(z)
is an entire function. Furthermore, if 0 is any other arbitrary
entire function, then
G(z) - 0(z) + 0x(z)
is an arbitrary entire function. Hence, F and Fo can differ by
at most an additive entire function.
If the single restriction that the set of points can have
no finite limit point is made, the first question can be resolved.
The following theorem is named after its discoverer:
Mittag-Leffler's partial fraction theorem. Let any finite
or infinite set of points having no finite limit point be pre-
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scribed and associate with each of its points a principal part,
that is to say, a rational function of the special form (4.1).
Then there exists a meromorphic function which has poles with
the prescribed principal parts at precisely the prescribed points,
and is otherwise regular. It can be represented in the form of
a partial fractions decomposition from which one can read off
again the poles along with their principal parts. Further, by
Theorem 4.2, if FQ is one such function, then
F(z) - F0(z) + G(z)
is the most general function satisfying the conditions of the
theorem, if G(z) denotes an arbitrary entire function.
Proof: If the function to be constructed is to have no
poles at all, then every entire function will be a solution.
If it is to have at most a finite number of poles, zq, z^, zo,
• ••, Zfc with the respective principal parts b.Q$ h]_, h2, •••, h^,
then evidently
F(z) - ho(z) + hi(z) + h2(z) + ••• + hk(z)
is a solution.
If an infinite number of poles are prescribed, the analog
ous series, now infinite, would diverge in general. Neverthe
less, we can produce the convergence by means of a suitable
modification of the terms of the series.
If the origin is a prescribed pole, denote it by zQ and
leave it aside for the time being. Let z-^» 23, z^, •••• be the
remaining poles with respective principal parts
A(n) &(n)
hn(z) - --Si-. + -Jjz* + ... + Ti=j*k .
n - 1, 2, 3, ••«. Each of these functions hn is regular in the
circular region )z\ 4 § )zn|, and can be expanded in a power series
about the origin. Let
hn(z) = O()
which converges in I & I v< & j zQ| • Consequently, there exists an
index dl such that, for every real number
Let £ = (i)m"and denote the first m terms by
gn(z) - B^n) + B^n)z + ••• + Bmn^ zmi
Thus, gn is an entire function of degree mn, and for all zx<| )z ]
|hnU)-gn(z)| = |^i1 ^i f
The function
F(z) = ^lhn(z) - gn(z)}
is a meromorphic function satisfying the conditions of the
theorem. For, since the sequence of points z^t z2, z,, ...
has no finite limit point, lim z_ -CO and lim )z / = +00.
Therefore, it is possible to determine an index m such that,
for any real number R, |zn|>2R if n>m. Let region G be the
circular region with radius R about the origin. It follows
that, for any z in G, z R $ zn for all n m. Consequently,
for all z in G and all n>m,
|hn(z) -gn(z
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Hence, by Weierstrass1 M-test, the series
converges absolutely and uniformly in G. Let
nwl
Then Fffl(z) defines a regular function in G, since each of its
poles lies outside G. Hence,
defines a regular function in G, except at points z-^, Z£t z«jf
since F is the sum of a finite number of regular functions. The
foregoing is true for any R, Therefore, it is true for the
finite plane. Hence, the proof of Mittag-Leffler•s theorem is
complete.
CHAPTER V
IDENTITY OF THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREMS
Two theorems are said to be identical, if and only if, the
first can be deduced from the second, and the second can be
deduced from the first. According to this definition it will
be shown that Weierstrass1 factor-theorem and Mittag-Leffler's
partial fractions theorem are identical.
To this effect the more precise statement is made;
Theorem 5,1. Weierstrass1 factor-theorem and Mittag-
Leffler1 s partial fractions theorem are identical, that is,
Weierstrass' factor-theorem implies Mittag-Leffler's partial
fractions theorem, and vice versa.
Proof: Assume that Mittag-Lefflerfs partial fractions
theorem has been proved. Let the prescribed set of points
satisfying the conditions of Weierstrass1 factor-theorem be
z0» zi» Z2» "* with resPective orders e*.,^, qf3, •••. If
the origin is one of the points, denote it by zQ. By Mittag-
Leffler* s partial fractions theorem there exists a meromorphic
function with poles at precisely the prescribed points, but
otherwise regular. Furthermore, it can be represented as a
partial fractions decomposition in the form
F(z) = hQ(z) + JP"[hnU) - gn(z'j] + G(z),





gnU) = B£n> + BJn)z +
is the first k,j terras of the Taylor*s series expansion of
hQ about the origin, the sequence[kn]is chosen such that
(5.1) Jb^JJ*1 + B^z1*2 + Bgj«W + — ) < h




gn(z) " - o/ fl_ + z + z2
By Mittag-Leffler's partial fractions theorem, the function
(5.2) F(z) =_^_+^/L+ z + z2+ ... + zkl>)
z2
represents a regular function which converges uniformly and
absolutely for every z except {zj , n = 1, 2, 3, ••«. Since
the series (5.2) converges absolutely, every rearrangement of




+c//l_ + 2 + •'•
+ -//1_ + z + ••• +
Z2 ^
• • •
converges absolutely and uniformly for the same values of z.
Let Z be any arbitrary, but fixed point, other than one of
the prescribed points faj . n - 1, 2, 3, •••, and let G be any
path from the origin to the point z not passing through any of
the points ^zn] , n = 1, 2, 3, •••. Then, the series (5.3)
can be integrated term by term along the path C. Moreover,
(5.4) F(z)dz - (j^Ldz + [\x dz + [*b dz + •••
z-zo
o/t(i +
+ z + * * * + zkx
•** +zk| |
Therefore,
|F(z)dz =5!/log(z-z ) - log (-z






Obviously W satisfies the conditions of Weierstrass* factor-
theorem. If the origin is not one of the prescribed points, the
factor z*» is surpressed. Moreover, by Theorem 3.2, if f(z) is
an arbitrary entire function, then
(5.4) W(z)
is the most general function satisfying the conditions of
Weierstrassf factor-theorem.
Conversely, assume that Weierstrass1 factor-theorem has
been proved. Let z , n - 0, 1, 2, 3, ••• be a sequence of
points with no finite limit point, and let
- zn (z-zn) 2 TZZJF*
be the respective principal parts. If the origin is one of the
points, denote it by zQ and leave it aside.
Observe that the sequence of orders W,,), n - 1, 2, 3, •••
is bounded, otherwise, hn(z) would have an infinite number of
terms for some n and certainly would not represent the principal
part of a pole. Let the positive integer N represent the least
upper bound of the sequence of orders. Therefore, it is possi
ble to represent the sequence f^Jby a subset of the set £., 2,
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least one n such that °(n = N. Let . n 1, 2, 3, and
j - 1, 2, 3, •••, W be a sequence of positive integers such that
j ^ l-j I for a11 n = 1» 2» 3* ##* and J = x» 2» 3» ""• Let
(i)?
K u |be a sequence of positive integers such thatJ
converges for every j - 1, 2, 3, ••• and every z in the finite
plane. By Weierstrass1 factor-theorem the infinite product
represent an entire function with zeroes at precisely the pre
scribed points fz^ , n = 1, 2, 3, •••, and unequal to zero for
every other value z. Let region G consist of all z except the
points [z^, n - 1, 2, 3, •••. By Theorem 2.7 the logarithmic
derivative
converges absolutely and uniformly for every z in G.
Similarly choose a sequence of non-negative integers such
that I1 '^[Al 'I , and I o - 0 if the corresponding A*Ji
By Weierstrass1 factor-theorem the infinite product
W2(z)
represents a non-zero entire function in G. Therefore, by







represents an absolutely and uniformly convergent series in G,
Therefore, each term can be differentiated term by term.
Thus
>i*K
represents an absolutely and uniformly convergent series in G.
In general let 0_- denote the (j-l)th derivative of the
logarithmic derivative of W. (z). Thus
(5.6) 0 (B) =
J
where j - 1, 2, 3, •••, N.
Hence, the sum
(5.7)
is an absolutely and uniformly convergent series in G, since it

















1, for all n = 1, 2, 3, ••• and
(J-l)IIJ1
1, 2, 3, •••, N, if we define




Since series (5»7) converges absolutely for every z in G, series
(5»8) converges absolutely and uniformly in G yi\21jL More
over, every rearrangement of series (5.3) converges absolutely
and uniformly in G.
Let
. A^J a(n)hn(Z) = _Al





converges absolutely and uniformly in G, and therefore, represents
a regular function there. Moreover, if f is an arbitrary entire
function,
M(z) =?Yhn(z) - g (zjl + hQ(z) + f(z)
is the most general function satisfying the conditions of Mttag-
Leffler's partial fractions theorem. Hence, Weierstrass1 factor-
theorem and Mittag-Leffler's partial fractions theorem are iden
tical.
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